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Abstract—Efficient digital transmission of analog speech, audio or
video requires source coding which introduces unavoidable quantization
errors. The bit stream produced by the source encoder needs to be
protected against transmission errors by channel coding. The split of a
given gross bit rate between source and channel coding is a compromise
taking into account the design target of the worst case channel. Thus,
even in clear channel conditions the quality of the decoded source signal
is limited because of the quantization errors.

Hybrid digital-analog (HDA) codes address this limitation by addi-
tionally transmitting the quantization error with quasi-analog methods
(discrete-time, quasi-continuous-amplitude) with neither increasing the
transmit power, nor the occupied frequency bandwidth on the radio
channel. However, the decoding complexity of existing HDA codes is
infeasible for the required block lengths. In this paper, the decoding
complexity problem is solved by a new design approach. These HDA
codes benefit from well-known digital codes. Furthermore, theoretical
bounds are derived and explicit guidelines for the design of superior
HDA systems are given. By experimental verification it is shown that the
HDA concept may outperform conventional purely digital transmission
systems at all channel qualities while additionally eliminating the quality
saturation effect.

Index Terms—Hybrid Digital-Analog (HDA) transmission, LMMSE
estimator, joint MMSE decoding, transform coding

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional digital transmission systems are based on the source-
channel separation theorem [3]. The digitized analog speech, audio
or video signal is processed by a source encoder which delivers
a sequence of quantized source parameters (e.g., coefficients, gain
factors, filtered samples). Thereafter, the bit stream of the source
parameters is protected by a channel encoder. These systems are
usually optimized for the expected worst-case channel condition, e.g.,
at the cell edge of a cellular radio system. However, if the receiver
experiences a better channel quality (cSNR) the transmission fidelity,
i.e., signal-to-noise ratio (pSNR) of the decoder source parameters,
does not exceed the design transmission fidelity and, thus, it saturates.

This saturation is caused by the inherent errors introduced by
the digital source encoder which, even in the case of error-free
transmission of the coded bits, can never be compensated for. To
combat this saturation with increasing channel qualities, one common
solution is using adaptive multi rate (AMR) systems. The receiver
communicates the current channel quality using a feedback channel
to the transmitter which may then quickly adapt the transmission
parameters accordingly. The prerequisites for a AMR system are not
always given as, e.g., in broadcast systems with different channel
qualities for different receivers and unicast systems with rapidly
changing channel quality. Also systems with inexpensive transmitters
not designed to adapt to changing channels, e.g., transmitters used
for wireless microphones or headsets and wireless sensors may not
benefit from the AMR principle. Thus, AMR coding may not be used
in all scenarios. In this paper, first, fixed (non-adaptive) transmission
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systems are considered and lateron also results for AMR systems are
shown.

Skoglund et al. [4] call this inherent saturation of the transmission
fidelity the level-off effect, a characteristic of purely digital trans-
mission systems. In contrast, analog transmission systems working
with continuous-amplitude processing do not show this adverse
characteristic. With increasing channel qualities, the transmission
fidelity improves, which is referred to as graceful improvement. Such
systems showing graceful improvement can be applied in all fields
where continuous-amplitude source symbols are transmitted over
channels having a better than worst-case channel quality at particular
times or locations. This includes the above mentioned systems such
as broadcast scenarios with the lack of feedback channels, unicast
systems with changing channel quality or inexpensive or due to other
reasons fixed, and low complexity transmitters.

Several purely analog transmission systems working with different
approaches, e.g., chaotic dynamical systems [5], Archimedes spirals
[6], [7], [8], [9], orthogonal polynomials [10], or shift maps [11]
have been proposed. An experimental evaluation using RF hardware
with Archimedes spirals confirms the theoretical performance [12].
They all show graceful improvement of the transmission fidelity.
Usually these systems work well for very small block sizes, i.e., just
a very few source symbols are jointly processed to very few channel
symbols. For larger block sizes, however, there are no solutions
known with good performance.

The theory of combining digital and analog coding, the so-called
hybrid digital-analog (HDA) coding, has been proposed and analyzed
in several papers, e.g., [13], [14], [15]. There, the benefits of both
the digital and the analog world are exploited. A digital code, for
example, yields asymptotically optimal performance at the design
channel quality for infinite block lengths, whereas an analog coding
system ensures graceful improvement for better channels. A further
approach to hybrid transmission of, e.g., speech signals using mixed
analog digital processing was proposed in [16]. The spectral envelope
is transmitted digitally and the prediction error is transmitted using
discrete-time continuous-amplitude processing.

Skoglund et al. [4] proposed an HDA system with finite block
sizes using vector quantization and mapping of quantization indices to
higher dimensional codewords which adds redundancy on the digital
branch and uses uncoded transmission of the quantization errors
in the analog branch. The digital and analog channel symbols are
multiplexed and transmitted over an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel. Their system is designed for error control by using
more real channel symbols N than real source symbols M . The
vector quantizer, the decoder codebook at the transmitter side (to
calculate the quantization error), the decoder codebook at the receiver
side, the mapping of quantization indices to the codewords and nor-
malization factors for the analog branch are optimized jointly using
numerical methods. For an 8-dimensional Gaussian vector source
whose symbols are transmitted with 16 channel symbols, Monte Carlo
simulations prove the superiority of the HDA system over a purely
digital system which uses the same numerical optimization strategy.

Nonetheless, the aforementioned system has drawbacks: the design
of these HDA codes is infeasible for long block lengths which
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Fig. 1. Transmission of source parameters u generated from source signal
s by model based source coding.

are crucial to approach capacity. Additionally, exhaustive search in
the decoding algorithms is required for the vector quantization and
channel coding.

To overcome these problems, this paper proposes a new design for
HDA systems using well-known digital source and channel coding
methods. The quantization error emerging in conventional purely dig-
ital transmission systems is additionally transmitted using continuous-
amplitude processing. The proposed design is theoretically and
empirically examined and compared to conventional purely digital
transmission systems using computer simulations while ensuring the
same number of channel uses and the same transmission power. This
paper is organized as follows: The HDA system is introduced in
Section II. The optimal joint MMSE decoder is derived in Section III.
In Section IV, a theoretical analysis of the performance of HDA and
purely digital transmission is conducted and design guidelines are
provided. Extensions for correlated source symbols (Section V) and
fading channels (Section VI) are also given. Finally, in Section VII
the theoretical findings are verified by Monte Carlo simulations.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1 shows a generic transmission system for continuous-
amplitude real live sampled source signals. The source signal s,
which could be an audio signal, video or sensor data is fed to a
parameter analysis which uses a model of the signal and extracts
parameters which describe the signal as closely as possible. These pa-
rameters could be, e.g., Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) coefficients,
residual samples from a prediction or block transform coefficients
from a video codec. These continuous-amplitude parameters u are
transmitted using a generic transmission system and are then decoded
as û with potential distortions. A signal synthesis algorithm then
reconstructs the original signal ŝ. In this paper, the focus is set on
improvements of the parameter transmission system. The specific
type of signal and the employed signal model in the parameter
analysis are not in focus since it is assumed that an improved
transmission quality of the parameters leads to a refinement of the
reconstruction of the signal ŝ. With regard to reproducibility of our
results, the parameters u are described using random variables which
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) or, as in Section V,
a correlated Gauss-Markoff source s is employed.

A. Purely Digital Transmission System

Fig. 2 shows a conventional digital transmission system. The
parameter source emits i.i.d. continuous-amplitude and discrete-time
source symbols u with dimension 1×M following the probability
density function (pdf) p(u). The entries of the vector u are quantized
(Q) and a bit-mapper (BM ) generates in total LD source bits,
yielding the vector vD. Subsequently, a digital channel code followed
by digital modulation transforms the source bits into N real-valued
symbols forming the vector yD. The channel vector has a power of
E{||yD||2} = N which averaged over all N vector entries yields an
average power of 1 per symbol. Modulation schemes using complex-
valued symbols (e.g., QPSK, 8PSK) may also be considered by noting
the equivalence between one complex symbol and two real symbols.
Since channel coding and modulation is combined in one step (ccm),
the ratio between the number of bits LD and the number of real

symbols N is denoted by the coding-modulation rate

rccm
D =

LD

N
. (1)

Moreover, the ratio between the number of real source symbols and
real channel symbols is given by the source-channel rate rD = M/N .
Additive white Gaussian noise n disturbs the channel symbols,
thereby yielding the received symbols zD.

The channel signal to noise ratio is

cSNR =
E{||yD||2}
E{||n||2} . (2)

After demodulation, channel decoding and reconstruction of quan-
tized values, ûD gives an estimate of the initial source symbols u.
In case of hard decision demodulation and channel decoding, the
reconstruction of quantized values is called maximum likelihood
(ML) estimation. If soft decision demodulation and decoding is
employed, also maximum a-posteriori (MAP) or minimum mean
square error (MMSE) estimation techniques can be used.

B. Hybrid Digital-Analog Transmission System

Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed HDA transmission system [1]. The
general idea is to use a conventional digital transmission system for
u and to additionally transmit the quantization error ua

H by using
continuous-amplitude (pseudo-analog) discrete time processing. The
upper branch of the hybrid encoder and decoder is referred to as
the digital branch and the lower branch as the analog branch. All
operations, also in the analog branch, are conducted by digital signal
processing. The continuous-amplitude symbols are floating or fixed
point variables with a precision depending on the digital processor.
In a real-world system, only the source samples and the symbols on
the transmission channel are “truly” analog.

The digital branch is a purely digital transmission system; per
frame of M source symbols u, D real channel dimensions are used
by the digital branch. The analog branch takes A > 0 channel uses.
Thus, the number of channel uses per HDA frame is

N = D +A (3)

with D < N and the coding-modulation rate in the digital branch is

rccm
H =

LH

N −A =
LH

D
. (4)

To compare both systems, the respective numbers of channel uses
(N ) in the digital system and in the HDA system are kept equal.

In the hybrid encoder, scalar quantization Q is applied to the
elements of frame u of length M . Alternatively a vector quantizer
might be applied to the complete frame or parts of the frame. Then
a bit-mapper (BM ) generates the bit vector vH. The quantized
source representation ud

H is decoded locally in the transmitter. The
quantization error ua

H = u− ud
H is processed in the analog branch.

The analog mapper uses the continuous-amplitude function f(·) to
map the M entries of the vector ua

H to the A entries of ya
H with

average power 1
A

E{||ya
H||2} = 1. The function f(·) is achieved by

normalizing the function f0(·):

ya
H =

√
1

E{||f0(ua
H)||2}

· f0(ua
H) = f(ua

H). (5)

The function f(·) can also be defined to work on several entries
of ua

H in one step and also output multiple entries of ya
H. The ratio

between the input and the output dimensions of the block is

rmap
H =

M

N −D =
M

A
. (6)
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Fig. 3. HDA transmission system with code rates rccm
H = LH

N−A = LH
D

in the digital branch and rmap
H = M

N−D = M
A

in the analog branch.

This mapping f(·) could, in case of A = M , e.g., be a linear
amplification or a nonlinear function with a rate of rmap

H = 1 or
in case of A = 2 ·M an Archimedes Spiral [6], [9] which maps one
symbol onto two symbols (rmap

H = 1/2).
After multiplexing the symbols from the digital and the analog

branch and transmitting over the AWGN channel, the received
symbols are demultiplexed and conveyed to the digital and ana-
log decoding branches. Again the channel quality is measured in
cSNR, while in the HDA case (2) is calculated with yH instead
of yD. The analog demapper then gives ûa

H as the estimate of the
quantization error which can be facilitated using several alternative
methods such as ML, MMSE and linear minimum mean square error
(LMMSE) estimators. The ML estimator just inverts the effect of
(5) whereas the LMMSE estimator additionally performs a linear
pre-processing of the received symbols before the inversion of (5)
with cSNR/(1 + cSNR) [17]. The MMSE estimator additionally
incorporates the source and noise pdf and calculates the condi-
tional expectation E{ua

H|za
H}. The outputs of the analog and digital

branches are added, whereby ûH gives an estimate of the initial source
symbols. Finally, the end-to-end parameter signal to noise ratio for
both systems is described by

pSNR =
E{||u||2}

E{||u− û||2} . (7)

Unlike the HDA system considered by Skoglund et al. [4], the
source decoder (bit demapper) used in the receiver and transmitter is
the same (Fig. 3). Moreover, well-known digital codes are used for
channel coding. Skoglund et al. used scalar normalization factors in
the analog branch which are here generalized to a nonlinear mapping
(analog mapper in Fig. 3) which also allows for error correction in
the analog branch (e.g., 1:2 mapping).

III. JOINT MMSE ESTIMATION

In Fig. 3, two separate decoders are used for the digital and the
analog branch and the decoding results are added. Even though this
design is motivated by its simplicity, the question remains whether
this design is optimal.

In the following, a joint MMSE estimator which jointly considers
both branches is derived. It is assumed that v̂H is a sufficient statistics
of zd

H, thus the demodulator and channel decoder convert the received
values to soft values without losing information. Therefore, in the
derivation v̂H and zd

H may be interchanged without changing the
result. The effect of channel coding, modulation, transmission over an
AWGN channel, demodulation and channel decoding is contained in
the soft information of v̂H. The same holds for zD and v̂D for purely
digital transmission. The joint MMSE estimate of u for the received
values zd

H and za
H in the digital and the analog branch, respectively,

can be stated follows (see Appendix for complete derivation):

ûH = E{u|za
H,z

d
H} (8)

=
1

C

∫
ua

H · p(za
H|ua

H) · p(zd
H|ua

H) · p(ua
H) dua

H

+
1

C

∑
ud

H

ud
H · p(zd

H|ud
H) · p(za

H|ud
H) · P (ud

H). (9)

The constant C is C = p(za
H,z

d
H). The cross terms p(zd

H|ua
H) and

p(za
H|ud

H) in (9) indicate that the general MMSE estimator cannot
be calculated using separate estimators for the digital and analog
branches.

However, if statistical independence between quantized values
ud

H and the quantization error ua
H is assumed, which holds, e.g.,

for sources with a uniform pdf and uniform quantization, and is
approximately given in most practical cases, the following relation
holds:

p(ua
H,u

d
H) = p(ua

H) · p(ud
H). (10)

Using the statistical independence, the MMSE estimator can be stated
as follows (see Appendix) while ûa

H and ûd
H are the independent

MMSE estimates in the analog and the digital branch respectively:

ûH = ûa
H + ûd

H. (11)

Equation (11) shows that, given statistical independence (10), inde-
pendent MMSE estimation in the digital and analog branches and
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Fig. 4. Illustration of different channel quality regions.

adding up the results yields the optimal MMSE estimation. In the
following, independent estimation is used.

IV. THEORETICAL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

In this section, the performance of HDA and purely digital trans-
mission is assessed while it is assumed that both systems employ
similar digital branches, i.e., the same type of quantization (e.g.,
uniform vs. LMQ) and channel coding (e.g., Turbo vs. convolutional
coding) is employed. Since the overall performance of the HDA
system depends on the transmission errors in the digital branch
and the noise in the analog branch, different cases which depend
on the channel quality can be distinguished. In the following the
range of possible channel qualities is partitioned into several regions
(Fig 4). In the high-cSNR region, the “Good channel conditions”,
the digital branch transmits with negligible error probability (starting
at cSNRsat.

D ). Here, the performance of the transmission system is
governed by the analog branch. In the low-cSNR region region, the
“Bad channel conditions”, many bit errors in the digital branch occur.
The channel quality at which an ideal capacity achieving code would
transmit without bit errors is cSNRideal,Pe=0. The gap interval, here
in dB,

∆ideal|dB = cSNRideal,Pe=0|dB − cSNRsat.
D |dB (12)

between the ideal code and the practical code also depicted in Fig. 4.

A. Good Channel Conditions

The region of “Good channel conditions” comprises the cSNR
above a certain channel quality (cSNRsat.

D ) in which almost error-free
transmission in the digital branch is achieved. This channel quality
assuring error-free transmission in the digital branch can be lower
bounded using the Shannon capacity. A source encoder which yields
equiprobable output bits and an ideal channel code are assumed. This
assumption facilitates error-free decoding employing rccm

D = LD
N
≤ C

bits per channel use at cSNRsat.
D :

rccm
D ≤ C =

1

2
ld
(
1 + cSNRsat.

D

)
(13)

⇒ cSNRsat.
D ≥ 4r

ccm
D − 1 (14)

⇒ cSNRsat.
D ·∆ideal = 4r

ccm
D − 1. (15)

The factor ∆ideal equals 1 for ideal digital channel codes,
and 0 < ∆ideal < 1 holds for codes in practice. Thus, for
cSNR ≥ cSNRsat.

D = 4r
ccm
D −1

∆ideal
error-free decoding in the digital branch

can be achieved.
Digital codes show a waterfall behavior from erroneous to error-

free transmission. Comparing the same type of codes, the channel
quality at which the waterfall occurs depends on the coding rate
rccm. To design an HDA transmission system with the waterfall at
the same or lower cSNR, the coding rate of the HDA system rccm

H

has to be equal or better (lower) than that of the purely digital system
rccm

D :

rccm
H ≤ rccm

D (16)

⇒ rccm
H = rccm

D −∆r, ∆r ≥ 0. (17)

Since the HDA system needs equal or lower coding rates for the
digital branch and A additional channel uses for the analog branch,
the same number of channel uses (N ) in both systems can only be
achieved by changing another parameter: the number of bits (LH)
generated by quantizer and bit-mapper. This number of bits can be
decreased by reducing the fidelity of the quantizer in the HDA system.

The quantizer in the purely digital transmission system utilizes

FD = LD/M = rccm
D ·N/M (18)

bits per source dimension while the quantizer in the HDA system
utilizes

FH = LH/M = rccm
H · (N −A)/M (19)

bits per source dimension.
Starting with (17), the required difference ∆F = FD − FH in bits

per dimension can be calculated as follows:

rccm
H = rccm

D −∆r

⇔ FH =
N −A
M

· (rccm
D −∆r)

⇒ ∆F : = FD − FH (20)

∆F =
rccm

D

rmap
H

+ ∆r ·
(
N

M
− 1

rmap
H

)
. (21)

Thus, given a match of the digital channel coding rates (∆r = 0)
and an analog branch with rmap

H = 1 (A = M ), the difference in
quantization fidelity only depends on the given channel coding rate
of the purely digital system rccm

D .
The influence on the MSE of this lower fidelity of the quantization

in the HDA system is derived in the following. Since the channel
quality is considered to be high enough (cSNR ≥ cSNRsat.

D ) to
facilitate error-free transmission in the digital branch, the distortion
in the digital branch is zero E{||ud

H − ûd
H||2} = 0.

Therefore, it can be shown that the end-to-end MSE of the HDA
system just depends on the performance of the analog branch:

E
{
||u− ûH||2

}
= E

{
||ud

H − ûd
H||2
}

+ E
{
||ua

H − ûa
H||2
}

+ 2 E
{
ud

H · ua
H

T
}
− 2 E

{
ud

H · ûa
H

T
}

− 2 E
{
ua

H · ûd
H

T
}

+ 2 E
{
ûd

H · ûa
H

T
}

ûd
H=ud

H= E
{
||ua

H − ûa
H||2
}
. (22)

With (22) and the SNR of the analog branch (branch SNR bSNR,
c.f. Fig. 3)

bSNRa
H(cSNR) =

E{||ua
H||2}

E{||ua
H − ûa

H||2}
, (23)

the pSNR of the HDA transmission system

pSNRH =
E{||u||2}

E{||u− ûH||2}
(24)

can be reformulated to the following which is valid for good channel
qualities (cSNR > cSNRsat.

D ):

pSNRsat.
H (cSNR) =

E{||u||2}
E{||ua

H − ûa
H||2}

=
E{||u||2}
E{||ua

H||2}
· bSNRa

H(cSNR). (25)
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The fraction E{||u||2}/E{||ua
H||2} in (25) refers to the pSNR of

the quantizer (i.e., quantization noise) and bSNRa
H refers to the SNR

of just the analog branch which is dependent on the current cSNR.
Hence, for channels with no transmission errors in the digital branch,
the overall performance only depends on the analog branch and the
fidelity of the quantizer.

Since in the HDA transmission system fewer bits are spent for the
quantization (21), the variance of the quantization noise is higher than
that of the purely digital system. This loss has to be compensated for
by the analog branch of the HDA system and can be quantified using
the rate distortion function.

The rate distortion function R(D) is the minimum information
rate in bits per symbol which is needed to describe source symbols
following a certain pdf with a maximum distortion D, usually the
MSE [18]. Here, the quantizers which operate in the purely digital
system and in the digital branch of the HDA system are regarded.
The quantizer in the purely digital system uses an information rate
of RD bits per symbol while the quantizer of the HDA system
employs a lower fidelity, namely an information rate of RH bits
per symbol. The rate distortion function can be stated in closed
form for Gaussian sources, but for other source pdfs and to account
for quantizer imperfection, a loss factor is introduced, RH,imp and
RD,imp for the HDA and purely digital system, respectively. Since
both quantizers are of the same type and operate on symbols with
the same pdf and the same dimension, they have the same space
filling advantage and same shape advantage [19]. Furthermore, the
differences in quantizer fidelity are relatively small (< 1bit, (21)),
thus the loss factors are approximately equal (RH,imp = RD,imp). The
difference of the information rates of the quantizers RD−RH is then
equal to the difference of the bit rates of the quantizers ∆F (20).

The bSNRa
H which needs to be achieved in the analog branch to

compensate for the quantizer with lower fidelity, is derived using
(24) and the rate distortion function, which resembles the 6 dB-per-
bit rule:

pSNRsat.
H (cSNR) ≥ pSNRsat.

D (cSNR)

⇒ 22·(RH−RH,imp) · bSNRa
H(cSNR) ≥ 22·(RD−RD,imp)

⇒ bSNRa
H(cSNR) ≥ 4RD−RH = 4∆F (26)

⇒ bSNRa
H(cSNR)|dB ≥ ∆F · 6 dB, (27)

while bSNRa
H(cSNR)|dB denotes 10 log10(bSNRa

H(cSNR)).
Combining Eqs. (15), (21), and (26) yields:

bSNRa
H(cSNR) ≥4

rccm
D
r

map
H

+∆r·
(
N
M

− 1

r
map
H

)

=
(

4r
ccm
D

) 1

r
map
H · 4

∆r·
(
N
M

− 1

r
map
H

)

=
(
cSNRsat.

D ·∆ideal + 1
) 1

r
map
H · 4

∆r·
(
N
M

− 1

r
map
H

)
.
(28)

Equation (28) describes the required performance of the analog
branch for cSNR ≥ cSNRsat.

D for channel codes with a given
performance (∆ideal) and a given rate difference ∆r to yield a superior
HDA system.

1) Ideal Channel Coding: In case of ideal channel codes, the
Shannon capacity is achieved and thus ∆ideal = 1. For the same
channel coding rate (∆r = 0) in the digital branch and the purely
digital system, there is an analog transmission system known to
reach the required performance (28) for finite block lengths: A linear
encoder (f0(ua

H) = ua
H) with no additional redundancy (rmap

H = 1)
and an LMMSE estimator at the receiver.

The performance of the LMMSE estimator is [20]

bSNRa
H(cSNR) = cSNR + 1. (29)

Using this estimator, the required performance (28) for cSNR ≥
cSNRsat.

D of the analog branch is achieved at cSNR = cSNRsat.
D . Thus,

(28) holds with equality at cSNR = cSNRsat.
D . Consequently, using

a quantizer which follows the 6 dB-per-bit rule and channel codes
with the same coding rate (∆r = 0) in the purely digital system and
in the digital branch and an LMMSE estimator in the analog branch,
even for ideal channel coding (∆ideal = 1), an HDA system can be
build which outperforms purely digital transmission.

2) Practical Channel Coding: In the case of practical non-ideal
digital codes, due to 0 < ∆ideal < 1 (28) holds with inequality for
cSNR ≥ cSNRsat.

D and the above mentioned requirements can be
relaxed. The rates of the channel coding in the digital branch may
be chosen to be higher than in the purely digital system and equality
of the rates is not required anymore (∆r ≥ 0).

The design of the analog branch is of great importance for the
performance of the HDA system: The maximum bSNRa

H which can
be achieved is described by the optimum performance theoretically
attainable (OPTA) [21]. OPTA can be evaluated equating the channel
capacity and the rate distortion function considering multiple or
partial channel uses per source symbol. For transmitting M Gaussian
source symbols employing A = M/rmap

H channel uses, OPTA can be
stated as follows and cannot be exceeded by the analog branch:

OPTA(cSNR) := (cSNR + 1)
1

r
map
H ≥ bSNRa

H(cSNR). (30)

In case of ideal channel codes (∆ideal = 1) and ∆r = 0, the analog
branch needs to achieve OPTA since then (28) is equal to OPTA (30)
at cSNR = cSNRsat.

D . The LMMSE estimator used above reaches this
performance for all source symbol pdfs and rmap

H = 1. For rmap
H 6= 1,

no transmission system using finite block lengths (A) achieves OPTA
[22], but with the relaxed requirement on the performance due to
practical channel codes (0 < ∆ideal < 1), other analog transmission
systems with rmap

H 6= 1 exhibiting other desired properties can be
employed.

While using practical channel coding, several degrees of freedom
in terms of relaxation of requirements for other parts of the HDA
transmission system are enabled. However, it has to be assured that
bSNRa

H is large enough for cSNR ≥ cSNRsat.
D to compensate for the

loss in quantizer fidelity (∆F ) to still design an HDA system which
outperforms purely digital transmission.

If the design requirements for the HDA system cannot be met to
ensure superior performance at cSNR = cSNRsat.

D , nonetheless, the
performance of the HDA system improves with better channels and
eventually surpasses that of the purely digital system.

B. Bad Channel Conditions1

In this section, the case of channel conditions worse than in the
former section is considered (cSNR < cSNRsat.

D ). In the digital
branch, transmission errors occur and thus the bit error probability
is non-zero. For simplicity of the analysis, uniform quantization is
assumed. Also source symbols with a uniform pdf are considered
for clarity, other pdfs are covered by introducing loss factors. The
influence of bit errors on the mean square error (MSE) after uniformly
quantizing source symbols with a uniform pdf with variance 1, can
be stated [23, p. 294] as

MSE(Pe, F ) = 4 · Pe · (1− 4−F ) (31)

1In this section a refined derivation compared to [1] is provided.
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with the bit error rate Pe < 0.5 after channel decoding and a number
of quantizer bits per source symbol F .

For statistically independent quantized values and quantization
errors, according to (10) the MSE of the two branches can be added.
Thus, the performance of a purely digital transmission system with
FD quantization bits per source symbol is given by the quantization
noise (4−FD ) and the MSE(Pe, FD) caused by bit errors:

pSNRD =
1
M

E{||u||2}
4−FD + 4 · Pe · (1− 4−FD )

. (32)

In the HDA system, the analog branch additionally transmits the
quantization error. The MSE of the quantization error is then lowered
by the bSNRa

H of the analog branch (25). With an LMMSE estimator
(29) the MSE of the quantization error 4−FH with FH quantization
bits per source symbol is attenuated by a factor of 1

1+cSNR :

pSNRH =
1
M

E{||u||2}
4−FH · 1

1+cSNR + 4 · Pe · (1− 4−FH )
. (33)

Since the HDA performance pSNRH improves with rising channel
quality cSNR, the lowest channel quality at which the HDA system
outperforms a purely digital system is of interest. If the difference
in quantization fidelity ∆F = FD − FH is given as well as the bit
error rate Pe at which both systems operate (∆r = 0), this channel
quality is derived as follows:

pSNRH ≥ pSNRD

⇔ 4−FD + 4Pe(1− 4−FD ) ≥ 4−FH

1 + cSNR
+ 4Pe(1− 4−FH )

⇔ 4−∆F (1− 4Pe) + 4Pe ≥ 1

1 + cSNR

⇔ cSNR ≥ 1

4−∆F + 4Pe (1− 4−∆F )
− 1 .

(34)

In case of a given channel quality and ∆F , the minimum required
Pe for a superior HDA system (more bit errors lead to superior HDA
system) can be obtained by reformulating (34) accordingly:

Pe ≥
1

cSNR+1
− 4−∆F

4 (1− 4−∆F )
. (35)

For error-free transmission in the digital branch, Pe = 0 holds
and the minimum cSNR at which the HDA system outperforms
the purely digital system can be obtained using (34) as cSNR ≥
4∆F − 1 = cSNRideal,Pe=0. With results from the previous section, it
can be shown that cSNRideal,Pe=0 is at the same time the minimum
required channel quality for all possible digital transmission systems
to facilitate error-free transmission. For this, the same channel coding
rates in the HDA and digital system (∆r = 0) and rmap

H = 1 is
considered and thus ∆F = rccm

D (21). Using (15), the same minimum
channel quality (cSNRideal,Pe=0) at which a channel code reaching
Shannon capacity (∆ideal = 0) leads to error-free transmission, can
be calculated.

Thus, no digital transmission system achieves error-free transmis-
sion below cSNRideal,Pe=0. For those systems which achieve error-
free transmission at a higher channel quality (cSNRsat.

D ), the HDA
system always outperforms purely digital transmission for all channel
qualities greater than cSNRideal,Pe=0 where these codes do not yet
facilitate error-free transmission. When these codes finally achieve
error-free transmission in the digital branch at cSNRsat.

D , the HDA
system further benefits from the analog branch (25) and the gain to
purely digital transmission further increases.

Ideal channel codes reaching the Shannon capacity, exhibit a
“rectangular” waterfall. Transmission at a channel quality below the
design channel quality leads to an abrupt breakdown of the code

and consequently to a bit error rate of 50%. Evaluating (34) with an
even smaller bit error rate (Pe = 0.25 < 0.5) leads to a minimum
cSNR = 0 =̂ cSNR|dB = −∞ dB at which the HDA system
outperforms the purely digital system. Thus, for ideal channel coding,
the HDA system outperforms the purely digital transmission for all
channel qualities.

Figs. 5a and 5b show the bit error rate Pe after channel decoding
for a given cSNR for ∆F = 1 and ∆F = 1

3
respectively. If after

digital channel decoding more errors than the bit error rate Pe (35)
occur, the HDA system outperforms purely digital transmission. The
performance of ideal codes reaching the Shannon capacity (with a
“rectangular” waterfall) shows more errors than (35) for all channel
qualities as discussed above.

In case of transmission below capacity, error-free transmission is
not possible anymore. But for a given capacity, which minimum error
probability for a given coding rate is still possible?

If the source bits are coded in a lossy way, so that each bit of the
lossy signal matches the original bit with probability 1 − Pe after
channel decoding, then according to the rate distortion theory, this
leads to a source with rate 1−H(Pe) per source bit with H(Pe) as the
entropy of a binary source with Pe as the probability of occurrence
of, e.g., “1”. If due to channel coding rccm

D = ∆F (21) information
bits per channel use are transmitted over, e.g., an AWGN channel,
then it holds (e.g., [24, p. 51])

∆F · (1−H(Pe)) ≤CAWGN(cSNR). (36)

The performance of an optimal (in the sense of a lowest possible error
rate) lossy coding system is also shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. For most
channel qualities, the curve labeled “Lossy coding” is above (35),
but for a small range of channel qualities, the lossy coding system
curve is below (35). For the employed LMMSE estimator, this gap
is equivalent to a maximum of 0.1 dB in pSNR. But, the depicted
performance of an optimal lossy coding system can only be achieved
for the design channel quality and only asymptotically in block length
and complexity. Thus, for any practical system in which a code would
be optimized for error-free transmission and not for lossy coding, the
gap will vanish. Furthermore, replacing the LMMSE estimator by an
MMSE estimator could also directly compensate for this gap.

Two reference systems are also depicted. For rccm
D = ∆F = 1,

the performance of an uncoded BPSK transmission is shown. For
rccm

D = ∆F = 1
3

an LTE Turbo Code with information block length
104 using a random interleaver and BPSK modulation is plotted. For
both codes, an HDA transmission system outperforms purely digital
transmission for all channel qualities.

C. Design Guidelines

The following design guidelines for an HDA system ensure supe-
rior performance also for digital channel codes reaching the Shannon
limit (∆ideal = 1) for all channel qualities: For the analog branch,
A = M channel uses are used (rmap

H = 1). A simple linear analog
mapper with an LMMSE estimator at the receiver achieves (28).
Other systems with rmap

H 6= 1 and finite block lengths are not known
to achieve this performance, thus, in general it is best to use a system
with rmap

H = 1. The fidelity of the quantizer in the HDA system is
lowered by ∆F = rccm

D to ensure the same coding rate rccm
H in the

digital branch as well as in the purely digital system (rccm
D ), hence

∆r = 0. For a non-ideal practical channel code (0 < ∆ideal < 1),
the above requirements still lead to superior HDA transmission, but
the requirements can also be relaxed as long as the performance of
the analog branch bSNRa

H ensures (28). Hence, in the analog branch,
other systems not reaching OPTA can be employed which may have
other desired properties and use rmap

H 6= 1. Also the fidelity of the
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(a) Quantizer fidelity difference: ∆F = 1. Ideal codes reaching the
Shannon capacity, ideal lossy coding and BPSK uncoded transmission lead
to superior HDA system.
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(b) Quantizer fidelity difference: ∆F = 1
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For ideal lossy coding, at some cSNR digital coding may be superior.

Fig. 5. Bit error rate Pe after digital channel decoding for given cSNR for superior performance of HDA system over purely digital transmission with same
coding rates in purely digital transmission and digital branch of HDA system (rccm

H = rccm
D ). For transmission systems with more bit errors than the required

Pe (35), the HDA system is superior to purely digital transmission.

s

1×M

Block
Transform
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HDA or Digital
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Fig. 6. Block transform coding system with either HDA or purely digital
transmission.

quantizer in the HDA system can be chosen with more flexibility as
long as ∆F ≥ rccm

D
r

map
H

, i.e., (16) and (21) hold. In the remainder of this
publication, several HDA systems will be shown which employ these
design guidelines and thus exhibit a superior performance as purely
digital transmission systems.

V. TRANSFORM CODING

In many cases, the source symbols show correlation, which can be
exploited to improve the transmission performance. The correlation
of the source vector s with dimension 1 × M is described by
the correlation factor ρ. As already discussed above and described
in Fig. 1, the correlation of the source symbols can be exploited
using a parameter analysis, while the resulting parameters are then
transmitted using purely digital or a HDA transmission system. One
possibility to exploit correlation of source symbols in the context of
HDA transmission is block transform coding [2]. The block transform
can be described by a matrix multiplication at the transmitter and at
the receiver (Fig. 6):

(uj·L, ..., uj·L+L−1) = (sj·L, ..., sj·L+L−1) · T ∀j ∈ N.

The matrix T has dimension L × L. If M > L, the vector s
is partitioned into an integer number of segments of length L. The
matrix T is applied to each segments and the result is concatenated
to yield u with length M . If the transform matrix T is orthogonal
(i.e., consists of orthogonal unit vectors which are then orthonormal
vectors), any subsequent bit allocation (e.g., waterfilling) works
best and the matrix used for the inverse block transform is TT.
A Karhunen-Loève transform (KLT) is an orthogonal transform,
whereas, e.g., the discrete cosine transform (DCT) is not orthogonal,
although the vectors are orthogonal, but no unit vectors. Thus, it
can be noted that also for a source without correlation the first
coefficient of the DCT transform has twice the variance as the other

coefficients. A normalization by 1/
√

2 of the first coefficient again
ensures orthogonality of the transform matrix. In this paper this
normalized DCT (DCTN) will be employed to use an orthogonal
transform (with orthonormal vectors) to avoid sending the source
specific KLT matrix as side information.

After the transform, each coefficient in u shows a different variance
and hence, quantizers with different numbers of bits have to be em-
ployed. For this bit allocation, the well known water filling technique
is used, which repetitively assigns single bits to the quantizer of
the vector entry with the highest input variance and then lowers
the corresponding variance by 6 dB until all bits are spent [25].
The maximum gain in dB which can be expected exploiting source
correlation is given by 10 · log10

(
(1− ρ2)−1

)
[25].

For orthogonal transforms, the SNR with regard to s and u is
invariant to the block transform and Parseval’s theorem applies, see,
e.g., [26]. Thus, the properties of HDA transmission systems derived
in Section IV for sources without correlation also hold for sources
with correlation using orthogonal transforms such as the DCTN or
the KLT. Therefore also for sources with correlation, HDA systems
can be designed which surpass purely digital transmission.

VI. FLAT FADING CHANNEL

In this section, a fading channel is regarded, which attenuates each
element of the channel vector y by a potentially different random
factor α before the noise is added. The pdf of α is normalized to
keep the average power (and thus the cSNR) of y before and after
the attenuation constant:

E
{
α2} = 1 . (37)

In the following, perfect knowledge about α at the receiver is
assumed, hence the fading can be perfectly compensated for, as is
shown in Fig. 7a. This, however, is equivalent to modulating the noise
(Fig. 7b).

The considered multiplicative fading factor α is assumed to be
constant during at least one symbol. Furthermore, the fading factors
are assumed to be i.i.d. from one symbol to the other, which can be
assured by sufficient interleaving. The vector α is thus composed of
i.i.d. random variables α.

In the context of hybrid digital-analog transmission, fading chan-
nels are quite interesting. The fading coefficient impacts the digital
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Fig. 7. Two equivalent models of a perfectly compensated fading channel

as well as the analog branch in an equal manner, but the impact in
the decoder is different for each branch. In the digital branch, the
de-interleaver distributes the noise so that the digital decoder can use
the redundancy of the digital channel code to mostly average out the
effects of deep fading holes. In the analog branch, no explicit coding
(rmap

H = 1) or spreading of the information across several analog
symbols is conducted. But thanks to the LMMSE estimator, the MSE
in the analog branch can never exceed the original quantization noise
power since the LMMSE ensures bSNRa

H > 0 dB (29).
A Rayleigh distribution is commonly used to model the fading of

a wireless transmission in an environment without a line of sight
component. With (37), the pdf of the fading factor then is

p(α) =

{
2α · e−α2

α ≥ 0

0 α < 0
(38)

and the effective noise is distributed according to

p(ñ) =
σ2
n

(ñ2 + 2σ2
n)

3
2

(39)

where σ2
n is the variance of n. For a derivation, see (54) in Appendix.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

An example of different systems for illustration purposes only,
without a claim to approch capacity is shown in Fig. 8. It depicts the
performance of one HDA system and two purely digital transmission
systems for a source without correlation, without digital channel
coding, with BPSK modulation and an AWGN channel. One (M = 1)
i.i.d. source symbol following a uniform pdf is, for simplicity,
uniformly quantized either with 5 or 6 bits and then transmitted
using BPSK modulation with or without the quantization error as
an additional channel symbol. In the digital branch, hard decision
decoding is employed. The purely digital system using FD = 6 bits
saturates at pSNRsat.

D = 36 dB. The digital system employing one bit
fewer (FD = 5) saturates at 30 dB following the 6 dB-per-bit rule.
Additionally, transmitting the quantization error (A = 1) using linear
processing f0(ua

H) = ua
H (see (5)) and an LMMSE estimator at the

receiver yields the HDA system with FH = 5.
Compared to the purely digital system with FD = 5, the perfor-

mance of the HDA system (FH = 5) improves according to (25) and
(29) and also surpasses the performance of the purely digital system
with FD = 6 for all channel qualities. Both, the HDA system with
FH = 5 and the purely digital system with FD = 6 employ N = 6
channel uses and use the same transmission power. Therefore they
can be compared. The results for Eqs. (32) and (33) which predict
the performance of HDA and purely digital transmission for a given
bit error rate are also depicted and a perfect match to the simulations
can be observed.

For comparison, a linear analog transmission system is shown,
in which the source vector is transmitted N/M = 6 times and at
the receiver an LMMSE estimator combines the received symbols.
The performance of this linear analog repetition code with a linear
estimator is independent of the source pdf. For channel qualities
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/
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FH=5, N=5+1, HDA
FD=6, N=6+0, digital
FD=5, N=5+0, digital
Linear analog system
Theory HDA (33)
Theory Digital (32)

Fig. 8. HDA and digital transmission without digital channel coding and
AWGN channel. Uniform source pdf. Source dimension M = 1. HDA:
A = 1, D = 5, N = 6. Digital: N ∈ {5, 6}. FH and FD are the
number of quantization bits per source symbol for the HDA and purely digital
system, respectively. Linear analog transmission with LMMSE estimator
for comparison. Theoretical performance in (32) and (33) match simulation
results.
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Fig. 9. HDA and digital transmission using convolutional codes. Gaussian
source pdf and scalar Lloyd-Max quantization. M = 80. HDA: A = 80,
D = 480, N = 560. Digital: N = 560. AWGN channel.

above cSNR|dB > 8 dB, the linear system is outperformed by the
purely digital system up to cSNR|dB ≈ 29 dB and by the HDA
system especially for good channel qualities.

In the following, additionally digital channel coding is applied.
Since digital codes do not perform well for the quantization bits
of only one source symbol, the dimension of the input vector u is
increased to M = 80. In addition, the channel dimension is set
to N = 560 for all simulations to allow for comparison of the
HDA and digital systems. Fig. 9 shows simulation results for an
i.i.d. Gaussian source with scalar Lloyd-Max quantization (LMQ)
employing a rate- 1

2
recursive systematic convolutional code with the

generator polynomial {1, 15/13}8 — the same code which is used
as a component code in the UMTS-LTE Turbo code. The different
rates rccm for different quantizer fidelities are achieved by puncturing
only the parity bits, thereby with BPSK modulation always yielding
N = 560. The decoder uses soft information from the AWGN
channel and the inverse bit-mapper uses ML estimation. Since the
scalar quantizer uses the same quantization fidelity for all symbols,
FD and FH can only be integers. According to (21), the digital
coding-modulation rates rccm are not the same in the purely digital
system (rccm

D ) and in the digital branch of the HDA system (rccm
H ).

The convolutional codes are not capacity achieving and hence the
gap to OPTA is quite big. For instance the FD = 4 simulation with
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Fig. 10. Performance of different systems for transmitting a Gaussian
source with two channel uses per source symbol. Performance limits for
MMSE decoding of optimized Archimedes Spirals and ML decoding of the
conventional Archimedes Spiral with varying spiral densities from [7]. ML
decoding of Archimedes Spiral with two different densities. HDA transmission
system with M = 5000, scalar LMQ and high order modulation with
N = 10000 and an AWGN channel. For FH = 3, rate- 1

2
punctured Turbo

Coding is employed and for FH = {1, 2} a rate-1 convolutional code with
rate- 1

2
redundant bitmapping and Iterative Source-Channel Decoding (ISCD)

is used.

cSNRsat.
D ≈ 5 dB yields ∆ideal ≈ 0.38 =̂−4.2 dB (15). Linear analog

mapping (f0(ua
H) = ua

H) and an LMMSE estimator are used in the
analog branch, which achieve a bSNRa

H at cSNRsat.
D that is greater than

the loss due to the coarser quantizer. Most interestingly, due to the
different lower rate rccm

H of the digital branch than the rate rccm
D of the

purely digital system, the waterfall of the HDA system is shifted to
lower channel qualities. Thus, not only the performance in pSNR is
improved, but also successful transmission at lower channel qualities
is facilitated. For all simulations in Fig. 9, the HDA system surpasses
the corresponding purely digital transmission system for all channel
qualities.

So far, the scenario without a feedback channel and with a
fixed transmission system has been considered. If the receiver can
communicate the channel quality to the transmitter which may then
adapt accordingly, an AMR transmission system can be realized.
Fig. 9 shows three modes in which a purely digital and a HDA
transmission system could operate. The envelopes of the performance
of the three modes of the HDA system supersedes the envelope of
purely digital transmission. Thus, also in case of AMR transmission,
HDA transmission exhibits superior performance to purely digital
transmission.

For the special case of N = 2 channel uses for M = 1 source
symbol, i.e., the 1:2 case, the Archimedes Spiral is well suited [6],
[7], [8], [9]. For system with more channel uses per source symbol,
the performance degrades drastically [27]. Fig. 10 shows OPTA
for the 1:2 case, two performance bounds for Archimedes Spirals,
two examples of Archimedes Spirals and three HDA systems, all
for Gaussian sources and AWGN channels. In [7], the maximum
performance of an Archimedes Spiral with ML decoding for varying
spiral densities and a fixed normalization with an α = 2 which is
commonly used in the literature is obtained. Also for an optimized
α and MMSE decoding the performance is plotted. As an example
two Archimedes Spirals with ∆ = 0.2 and ∆ = 0.5 are shown
which reach the maximum ML performance from [7]. The HDA
system uses a block size of M = 5000, a scalar Lloyd-Max quantizer
and higher order modulation, namely 16-QAM, 256-QAM and 4096-
QAM with gray mapping. For FH = 3, a parallel concatenated
Turbo code with convolutional component codes with the generator
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Fig. 11. HDA and digital transmission for AWGN and fading channels.
Gaussian source with M = 80, 3 and 4 bit LMQ, rate- 1

2
convolutional

channel code, N = 560, MMSE in the digital branch, LMMSE in the analog
branch.

polynomial {1, 15/13}8 and random interleaving with 20 decoding
iterations is employed. The Turbo code is the same code as in UMTS-
LTE, though the input block length is LH. The Turbo Code has
a rate of 1

3
but is punctured to a rate of 1

2
. For FH = {1, 2}

redundant bitmapping which simply repeates the output bits of the
quantizer and a rate-1 recursive non-systematic convolutional code
with the generator polynomial {1, 10/17}8 and Iterative Source-
Channel Decoding (ISCD) is used [28], [29], [30]. E.g., in the FH = 3
case, the LH = M · FH = 15000 bits are channel encoded and
punctured to 30000 bits. The 4096-QAM mapping generates 2500
complex channel symbols which is equivalent to D = 5000 real
channel symbols. With A = M = 5000 quantization error symbols,
N = D + A = 10000 channel uses are employed in total, leading
to system with the same rate as an Archimedes Spiral.

The channel decoder employs MAP decoding and the analog part
LMMSE estimation while a better performance (also for smaller
block sizes) is expected for improved components, as, e.g., vector
quantization, MMSE estimation or an optimized interleaving.

The spiral with ∆ = 0.5 achieves the same high-cSNR-
performance as the HDA system with FH = 2, but the HDA system
still decodes for worse channels even than the MMSE decoded opti-
mized Archimedes Spiral. Also the other HDA systems superseed the
ML performance of the spiral and achieve the MMSE performance
of the optimized spiral. Even with the higher performance of the
HDA system and the potential headroom for further improvement,
the fact of the very high complexity of the digital system with these
block lengths should not be covered up. For the special case of a 1:2
system, Archimedes Sprials achieve comparable performance at a lot
less complexity and delay.

Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the HDA system and the digital
system for AWGN and fading channels (Section VI). An i.i.d.
Gaussian source with dimension M = 80 with a 3 or 4 bit LMQ
and a rate- 1

2
convolutional channel code and BPSK modulation with

N = 560 channel uses is simulated. The purely digital system
and the digital branch use MMSE estimators and the analog branch
uses an LMMSE estimator. The LMMSE estimator ensures that the
performance of the analog branch even for deep fading holes does
not drastically reduce the overall performance. As expected, for both
the purely digital and the HDA system, the AWGN channel shows
the best performance.

The HDA simulation using the Rayleigh channel exhibits an
interesting effect in the saturation region: While for the AWGN
channel the slope ( ∂pSNR

∂cSNR ) of the performance is 1, the slope using the
Rayleigh channel is slightly lower. This results from the significant
impact of the high MSE caused by very low fading factors α which
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Fig. 12. HDA and digital transmission for a Gaussian source with ρ = 0.8,
optional DCTN transform and Turbo coding. M = 128, L = 128, N = 768.
The rates of the purely digital system and the digital branch are the same:
rccm

H = rccm
D = 0.67. AWGN channel.

on the other hand occur with very low probability. In a system in
which the analog branch could be ignored or concealed for deep
fading holes, the slope would be 1 again. All in all, it can be seen
that even for Rayleigh channels, the HDA system outperforms the
purely digital system for all channel qualities.

Fig. 12 shows the performance of transmission systems with block
transform coding (Section V) for a Gaussian source with correlation.
The M = 128 dimensional source symbols exhibit the correlation
factor ρ = 0.8 and are transformed by a DCTN with L = 128
and quantized using scalar Lloyd-Max quantizers whose fidelity is
assigned by water filling. Here, in contrast to previous simulations,
quantizers with different fidelities are combined which allows for
average non-integer FD and FH. A parallel concatenated Turbo code
using convolutional component codes with the generator polynomial
{1, 15/13}8 and random interleaving is used with 20 decoding
iterations. The Turbo code is the same code as in UMTS-LTE, though
the input block length is L and the modulation is BPSK. Again an
AWGN channel is employed. All simulations use N = 768 channel
uses, while the HDA system uses a linear mapper (f0(ua

H) = ua
H)

with A = M = 128 for the analog branch and D = N − A = 640
dimensions for the digital branch. Puncturing of parity bits facilitates
the adaptation of the channel code rate.

The analog demapper uses an LMMSE estimator. Four simula-
tions are shown, two purely digital transmission systems and two
corresponding HDA systems, once with a DCTN transform and
once without. The purely digital systems use a fidelity of FD = 4
bit. Since the simulation allows for fractional average quantization
bits per symbol, the requirement of equal channel coding rate for
the digital channel coding (∆r = 0, rccm

H = rccm
D = 2

3
) can be

met with FH = 3.33 (21). The waterfall of all systems occurs
at the same channel quality at cSNRsat.

D ≈ 4 dB which leads to
∆ideal ≈ 0.6 =̂−2.2 dB (15). The ∆ideal of the Turbo code is higher
than for the convolutional code above, as expected. Transform coding
using the DCTN improves the pSNR of the transmission system.
For both, the purely digital and the HDA transmission system, the
performance enhances by around 4.2 dB which is quite close to
the theoretical limit of 10 · log10

(
(1− ρ2)−1

)
=̂ 4.4 dB [25]. Most

interestingly, all HDA systems surpass the corresponding purely
digital system for all channel qualities and additionally improve the
pSNR with increasing channel quality cSNR.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced a new way to design hybrid digital-
analog (HDA) transmission systems using well-established digital
codes. The most prominent difference of an HDA system to purely

digital transmission systems is to also transmit the quantization error
using analog methods. But, in all cases, the number of channel uses
of the purely digital and the HDA transmission systems shall be the
same for a fair comparison. To facilitate the same, a crucial aspect
is using a quantizer in the HDA system with a lower fidelity than in
the purely digital system whereas the analog branch compensates for
the loss in fidelity.

While so far the design of HDA transmission systems involved
numerical optimization and the decoding excessive searching, here
design and decoding has been significantly simplified and complexity
has been reduced since well-known, excellent digital codes with
potentially long block lengths are utilized. Moreover, the inherent
error introduced by the source encoder is reduced by combining
these digital codes with analog transmission, thereby eliminating the
saturation of the transmission fidelity.

Furthermore, a joint MMSE estimation at the decoder has been
derived. It has been proven that independent decoding of the digital
and the analog branches is still optimal for statistical independence
between the quantized values and quantization errors.

Moreover, a theoretical analysis on the design of HDA codes
has shown the superiority over purely digital transmission and con-
structive design guidelines have been given. Simulations comparing
purely digital and HDA systems transmitting uniform and Gaussian
distributed source symbols with and without correlation, using con-
volutional and Turbo codes over AWGN and fading channels have
also verified the superiority of HDA codes. If additionally a feedback
channel is available, so the receiver may communicate the current
channel quality to the transmitter, an AMR system may be realized.
Also for this scenario, HDA transmission outperforms purely digital
systems. All simulations also indicate that the performance of HDA
codes rises with increasing channel qualities (graceful improvement).
Ultimately, the proposed HDA transmission systems surpass purely
digital transmission systems for all channel qualities.

APPENDIX

A. Derivation of Joint Estimator
The joint MMSE estimation (9) of u for the received values zd and za in the digital
and the analog branch, respectively, is calculated. The constant C is C = p(za, zd)
and the step from (42) to (43) is detailed below2.

û =E{u|za
, z

d} (40)

=

∫
u · p(u|za

, z
d
) du

=

∫ ∫
(u

d
+ u

a
) · p(ua

,u
d|za

, z
d
) dud dua (41)

=

∫
u

a
∫
p(u

a
,u

d|za
, z

d
) dud dua

+

∫
u

d
∫
p(u

a
,u

d|za
, z

d
) dua dud

=

∫
u

a · p(ua|za
, z

d
) dua

+

∫
u

d · p(ud|za
, z

d
) dud

=
1

C

∫
u

a · p(za
, z

d
,u

a
) dua

+
1

C

∫
u

d · p(zd
, z

a
,u

d
) dud

=
1

C

∫
u

a · p(za|zd
,u

a
) · p(zd|ua

) · p(ua
) dua

+
1

C

∫
u

d · p(zd|za
,u

d
) · p(za|ud

) · p(ud
) dud (42)

=
1

C

∫
u

a · p(za|ua
) · p(zd|ua

) · p(ua
) dua

+
1

C

∑
ud

u
d · p(zd|ud

) · p(za|ud
) · P (u

d
). (43)

Changing the integral to the sum from (42) to (43) is possible, since p(ud) is composed
of a series of diracs weighted by the probability of occurance of the quantization levels
P (ũd):

p(u
d
) =

∑
ũd

δ(ũ
d − u

d
)P (ũ

d
) (44)

2To improve readability, the index H is omitted in the Appendix.
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The fact that za is independent from zd if ua is given ((42) to (43)), is detailed below.
The step from (45) to (46) can be derived using the observation that some variables
are connected by two Markov chains: u → ud → zd and u → ua → za. Then,
the local Markov property is satisfied: each variable is conditionally independent of its
non-descendants given its parent variables [31].

p(z
a|zd

,u
a
) =

p(za, zd,ua)

p(zd,ua)

=

∫∫
p(zd, za,ud,ua,u) du dud∫∫∫
p(zd, za,ud,ua,u) du dud dza

(45)

=

∫∫
p(u) · p(ua|u) · p(ud|u) · p(za|ua) · p(zd|ud) du dud∫∫∫
p(u) · p(ua|u) · p(ud|u) · p(za|ua) · p(zd|ud) du dud dza

(46)

=

∫∫
p(u) · p(ua|u) · p(ud|u) · p(zd|ud) du dud · p(za|ua)∫ ∫∫
p(u) · p(ua|u) · p(ud|u) · p(zd|ud) du dud · p(za|ua) dza

=
p(za|ua)∫
p(za|ua) dza

= p(z
a|ua

). (47)

The same can be stated for:

p(z
d|za

,u
d
) = . . . = p(z

d|ud
). (48)

B. Estimator for Statistical Independence
For statistical independence between quantized values ud and the quantization error ua

the following relation holds (10):

p(u
a
,u

d
) = p(u

a
) · p(ud

) (49)

Then, the cross terms p(zd|ua) and p(za|ud) in (43) simplify to

p(z
d|ua

) =
p(zd,ua)

p(ua)

=

∫∫
p(zd,ua,ud,u) du dud∫∫∫
p(zd,ua,ud,u) du dud dzd

=

∫∫
p(u) · p(ud|u) · p(ua|u) · p(zd|ud) du dud∫∫∫
p(u) · p(ud|u) · p(ua|u) · p(zd|ud) du dud dzd

=

∫∫
p(u,ud,ua) · p(zd|ud) du dud∫∫∫
p(u,ud,ua) · p(zd|ud) du dud dzd

=

∫
p(ud,ua) · p(zd|ud) dud∫∫
p(ud,ua) · p(zd|ud) dud dzd

(49)
=

p(ua)
∫
p(zd,ud) dud

p(ua)
∫∫

p(zd,ud) dud dzd

= p(z
d
) (50)

and

p(z
a|ud

) = . . . = p(z
a
). (51)

Due to the independence of ua and ud, the constant C can be split up into two terms:

C = p(z
a
, z

d
) = p(z

a
) · p(zd

). (52)

With (50), (51) and (52), (43) can be simplyfied to:

û =
1

p(za) · p(zd)

∫
u

a · p(za|ua
) · p(zd

) · p(ua
) dua

+
1

p(za) · p(zd)

∑
ud

u
d · p(zd|ud

) · p(za
) · p(ud

)

=

∫
u

a · p(ua|za
) dua

+
∑
ud

u
d · p(ud|zd

)

=E{ua|za}+ E{ud|zd}

=û
a
+ û

d
. (53)

Thus, û can be obtained by calculating the MMSE estimates of both branches
independently and adding up the results for statistical independence between quantized
values ud and the quantization error ua.

C. Effective Noise Pdf for Flat Fading Channel
Derivation of the effective noise in (39): In [32, Example 6-10, p. 186ff] the resulting
pdf of ñ when dividing two random variables n and α is given as:

p (ñ) =

∞∫
0

α · pn (ñ · α) · pα (α) dα

=

∞∫
0

α ·
1

√
2πσn

· e
− ñ

2·α2

2σ2n · 2 · αe−α
2

dα

=

∞∫
0

2 · α2

√
2π · σn

· e
−α2

(
ñ2

2σ2n
+1

)
dα

=

∞∫
0

2 · α2

√
2π · σn

· e−
α2

σ̃2 dα for σ̃2
=

1

ñ2

2σ2n
+ 1

= −
α · σ̃2

√
2π · σn

· e−
α2

σ̃2

∣∣∣∣∣
∞

0

+

∞∫
0

σ̃2

√
2π · σn

· e−
α2

σ̃2 dα

= 0 +
σ̃2

√
2π · σn

·
σ̃
√
π

2
=

σ̃3

2
√
2 · σn

=
1

2
√
2 · σn ·

(
ñ2

2σ2n
+ 1

) 3
2

=
σ2
n

(ñ2 + 2σ2
n)

3
2

(54)
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